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Dear Parents/Carers,
I know there is lot of information being sent out at this time of year so I’ll keep this newsletter very brief. I want to thank
Mrs Swift and all the staff at Holy Trinity Rosehill for their dedication and hard work over this past year. Some of the
highlights (I’m sure I will have missed some, sorry):
 Achieving SIAMS outstanding
 Achieving a good OFSTED inspection
 Sainsbury’s Schools Silver Games Award
 Music Mark School
 Introduction and ongoing work with Maths Mastery
 Work towards becoming a School of Sanctuary
 European Day of Languages (with Gazette coverage)
 We’re Mathematicians Day (with Gazette coverage)
 Introduction of open mornings for parents and carers
 FOHTR Summer Fair and Teddy Trot
 Macmillan Coffee Afternoon
 FOHTR Christmas Fair
 A selection of 100% attendance children walked out with the team at Middlesbrough Football Club
Thank you to Friends of Holy Trinity Rosehill for all their hard work pulling together their events, in particular the
Christmas Fair – I know this took a great deal of effort.
Most important of all thank you to all the children! This note is from Sophie Huggins (Foundation Governor):
“After Governor visits in to school this term, we would like to thank the children for their exemplary behaviour from
Nursery to Year 6. A consistent approach to behaviour is apparent throughout and all the children we spoke with were
polite and well-mannered: their manner reflects the calm and purposeful learning environment in school at the
moment! Thank you everyone!”
Finally thank you to my fellow Governors for their support in my first few months as Chair of Governors.
On behalf of all the Governors, may we wish you all a very happy Christmas and a healthy, peaceful new year.
We thank you for your continued support.
Yours sincerely,

Claire Himsworth
Chair of Governors
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